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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 

TableS1. Strains and conditions used in chemotaxis experiment. All indicated strains 

were tested for chemotaxis with the small population assay, and cells showing poor 

chemotaxis were also tested with the micropipette assay (experiment number 1, 5, 36, 38, 

39 and 40, and g-null, rasC, rasG, and rasC/G-null cells). The single letter code refers 

to the experiments presented in Table I of the manuscript. Chemotaxis was measured in 

the absence or presence of 2 M BPB (inhibition of PLA2), 20 M LY (inhibition of 

PI3K) or 90 M LY (inhibition of PI3K and TorC2).   

 

Figure S1. Chemotaxis and RBD-Raf-GFP response of Ras mutants. A, Chemotaxis was 

tested to cAMP gradients with different steepness of the gradient (as shown in Fig 2C). 

The spatial gradient that induces half-maximal chemotaxis is defined as (dC/dx)50. Cells 

lacking rasC or rasG exhibit good directional movement, whereas cells lacking both 

rasC and rasG do not exhibit significant chemotaxis (CI < 0.1) at the steepest gradient 

measured (100 nM/m). Panel B shows representative images of RBD-Raf-GFP 

localization in rasC/G-null cells in buffer and at 4-6 s after addition of uniform cAMP, 

revealing no detectable cAMP-mediated translocation of RBD-Raf-GFP to the membrane 

of rasC/G null-cells  

 

Figure S2. Translocation of LimEcoil-GFP from the cytoplasm to the cell boundary. 

LimEcoil-GFP binds to F-actin. Panels A show representative images of GFP-tagged 

cells in buffer, 4-6 s after addition of uniform cAMP, or in a cAMP gradient; the bar is 5 

m. Panel B shows the time course of translocation after uniform stimulation with 1 M 

cAMP as means and SD of 8 cells; Panels C presents the response at 4-6 s after addition 
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of uniform cAMP with different concentrations; shown are means and SD of at least 8 

cells.  

 

Movie 1 and 2. Chemotaxis of wild-type and sgc/pla2-null/LY cells, respectively, both 

expressing RBD-Raf-GFP. A pipette containing 1 μM cAMP is applied in a field of cells 

as indicated by the asterisks. Images were recorded with a confocal microscope at a 

frame rate of 8 frames/minute. The movie shows a brief transient translocation of RBD-

Raf-GFP to the entire cell boundary in the first frame after application of the pipette, 

which is followed by the persistent accumulation of RBD-Raf-GFP at the leading edge. 

Both cell lines exhibit good directional movement towards the pipette in these steep 

cAMP gradients. 

 

Movie 3.  Ras response of sgc/pla2-null/LY cells in the presence of Latrunclin A. Images 

were recorded as described in the legend to Movie 1 and 2. The movie shows a 

translocation of RBD-Raf-GFP similar to that of wild-type cells. 
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Table S1. Strains and conditions used in chemotaxis experiment 
 

exp # Code Cell line and inhibitors pathways inhibited pathways active 
1 V WT  -  PI3K + TorC2 + PLA2 + sGC 
2 U WT + 20 LY PI3K TorC2 + PLA2 + sGC 
3 O WT + 90 LY PI3K + TorC2 PLA2 + sGC 
4 T WT + BPB PLA2 PI3K + TorC2 + sGC 
5 L WT + 20 LY + BPB PI3K + PLA2 TorC2 + sGC 
6 U pi3k-null PI3K TorC2 + PLA2 + sGC 
7 L pi3k-null + BPB PI3K + PLA2 TorC2 + sGC 
8 T pla2-null  PLA2 PI3K + TorC2 + sGC 
9 l pla2-null + 20 LY PI3K + PLA2 TorC2 + sGC 
10 e pla2-null + 90 LY PI3K + PLA2 + TorC2 sGC 
11 u pkbA-null PI3K TorC2 + PLA2 + sGC 
12 l pkbA-null + BPB PI3K + PLA2 TorC2 + sGC 
13 s pia-null TorC2 PI3K + PLA2 + sGC 
14 o pia-null + 90 LY TorC2 + PI3K PLA2 + sGC 
15 j pia-null + BPB TorC2 + PLA2 PI3K + sGC 
16 e pia-null + 20 LY + BPB TorC2 + PI3K + PLA2 sGC 
17 s pkbR1-null TorC2 PI3K + PLA2 + sGC 
18 o pkbR1-null + 90 LY TorC2 + PI3K PLA2 + sGC 
19 j pkbR1-null + BPB TorC2 + PLA2 PI3K + sGC 
20 e pkbR1-null + 20 LY + BPB TorC2 + PI3K + PLA2 sGC 
21 r gc-null sGC PI3K + TorC2 + PLA2 
22 k gc-null + 20 LY sGC + PI3K TorC2 + PLA2 
23 d gc-null +  90 LY sGC + PI3K + TorC2 PLA2   
24 h gc-null + BPB sGC + PLA2 PI3K + TorC2 
25 c gc-null + 20 LY + BPB sGC + PI3K + PLA2 TorC2 
26 a gc-null + 90 LY + BPB PI3K + TorC2 + PLA2 + sGC  - 
27 m gc-null/sGCCat + 20 LY + BPB PI3K + PLA2 + cGMP sGCp + TorC2 
28 n gc-null/sGC + 20 LY + BPB PI3K + PLA2 + sGCp cGMP + TorC2 
29 f gc-null/sGCCat + 90 LY + BPB PI3K + TorC2 + PLA2 + cGMP sGCp  
30 g gc-null/sGC + 90 LY + BPB PI3K + TorC2 + PLA2 + sGCp cGMP 
31 p gc-null/sGCCat + 90 LY PI3K + TorC2 + cGMP sGCp  + PLA2 
32 q gc-null/sGC + 90 LY PI3K + TorC2 + sGCp cGMP + PLA2 
33 l pi3k/pla2-null PI3K + PLA2 TorC2 + sGC 
34 o pkbA/pkbR1-null PI3K + TorC2   PLA2 + sGC 
35 e pkbA/pkbR1-null + BPB PI3K + TorC2 + PLA2   sGC 
36 h sgc/pla2-null sGC + PLA2 PI3K + TorC2 
37 c sgc/pla2-null + 20 LY sGC + PLA2 + PI3K TorC2 
38 a sgc/pla2-null + 90 LY PI3K + TorC2 + PLA2 + sGC - 
39 b sgc/pla2/pkbR1-null TorC2 + PLA2 + sGC PI3K 
40 a sgc/pla2/pkbR1-null + 90 LY PI3K + TorC2 + PLA2 + sGC  -  
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Figure S1

RBD-RAF-GFP (activated Ras)

A

B

uniform cAMPbuffer

rasC/G-null

Strain (dC/dx)50 pM/�m

Wild-type 22 ± 2

rasC/G-null > 900000

rasC-null 42 ± 5

rasG-null 88 ± 8
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